
The	theme	for	February	Challenge	2021,	is,	"2020."	
 
 

 
Feb Challenge 2021 - New Hobby. I picked up my new hobby in 2020. My partner, Paul Adams started the 
mosaic artworks. He influenced me to get involved so this is one of my first mosaic artworks. 
Title: Impossible Cube 
Medium: Tiles, glass sticks, grout mosaic on 6 inch by 6 inch wood board. 
When I went to Patti Durr's house several years ago, she encouraged everyone to paint anything on her 
wall. So I drew the Impossible Cube on her wall that broke the ice to open up to my artistic side, joining 
several February Challenges, paintings and now mosaic.  
Inspired by MC Escher when growing up and also Nancy Rourke's Rourkeism style. Thank you all for the 
inspirations and encouragements. 
By Bob Rourke 
 



 
End Of The Tunnel – 2021 ArtRage/Procreate Mental Health CopyRights reserved February 1, 2021 

by Diane Squires 

 
Feb Challenge 2021 - 2020 mask Title: Wear the F**king Mask Procreate app by Laurie Rose 

Monahan 
 



 
Day 1 Open the Can of Worms, watercolour by Nancy Rourke https://febchallenge.wordpress.com 
 

 
Almost forgot to post my double doodle for today... i chose to start with mask, because ii felt 
like a little educational moment on the one hand was needed and then also just a PSA lol so 
here you go... it’s on my instagram: 
https://www.instagram.com/p/CKx8E35HW0o/?igshid=98bodk116lec 
 By Sean-Michael Gettys 
 



 
Title: Danger Zone? by Iris Mars 

 

 
For Medical essential workers in whole world: spending lots of times on cure diseases including the blood, lung 

and heart to be protected from COVID-19 including Dr. Fauci's goal to cure COVID-19 with vaccines.  
by Teresa Davisson Newman 

 
 



     
Title: We Were Here 

by Iris Mars 
 

     
Day	2	Virtual	Paint	Workshop	by	Nancy	Rourke	https://febchallenge.wordpress.com	

 



 
Covid Walk Diane A. Squires ArtRage February 2, 2021 Diane Squires 

 

     
Remote	teaching	is	continued..	(	and	some	students	in	person	but	a	pod	in	each	classroom)	

by		Kathy	Fisher-Abraham	
  



 
 

Interpreters and access. I started out with this planning to be entirely abstract but this is what I ended up with 
instead. (Visual ID: this is a doodle across two white pages of a small blank sketchbook on the left page is a 

hand shaped like an F or 1/2 the sign for interpreter with a heart and a big eye on it. And where the thumb and 
finger come together is shaped representing language some of which makes a bubble and inside that it says “No 
Captions, no signing, no news.” The abstract symbols continue onto the next page and another f shaped hand is 

reaching down to try to pull apart some of the confused “language” marks. To the top right is a symbol for 
medical over some talking lips and towards the bottom is a broken bleeding heart. Lots of weird squiggles and 

confusing marks travel between the various parts of the doodle.). 
 
Explanation of its meaning to me: 
When COVID first hit the US it was challenging to get up to date timely announcements and news because every 
time someone told me to watch the news it wasn’t interpreted or captioned. “No captions, no signs, no news. “  
 
For a while my wife and sister took turns texting the latest announcements to me. I wrote to my representatives 
to ask why the Ca governors announcements weren’t captioned and other deaf did similar things. soon after 
several news channels and shows working from home started learning how to live caption and I started learning 
about more deaf news sources.  
 
When I finally figured out where to find deaf news and captioning started returning to more programs and news 
sources I felt a bit more able to stay up to date and informed. And when interpreters started volunteering their 
time to provide access I was really grateful.  
 
But it was heart breaking for a while there. This doodle is my first attempt at drawing out this concept about the 
lack of accessible news during the beginning of the pandemic. I felt really cut off, isolated and afraid. And I 
worried for my family members who live alone. At least I had Carlie and Patch for part of the time. The whole 
issue was tough to deal with. It’s very raw and rough drawing so I’m not sure I will share this anywhere but here, 
but I might use this to inspire a more completed work 
by Sean-Michael Getty 



 
Colorful Peace, Love and Star Biden/Harris by Teresa Davisson Newman 

 

 
Laurie Rose Monahan Day 3 - 2020 - Long Distance Video Calls My girlfriend and I been 

calling each other everyday during quarantine. I finally saw her after 7 months. It might be 
other 5 months before we get together unless vaccines distributed faster. 

 
      



 
Interpreter and mask motifs, digital drawings. by storme ten Heidi 

 
by storme ten Heidi 

 
 
 



       
This	is	a	28	day	calendar	that	I	made.	I	bought	a	24-day	Advent	calendar	for	five	dollars.	And	then,	I	scraped	off	the	glitters	
and	prime-painted	over	the	decorative	village	image	and	then	cut	out	four	more	doors	to	make	it	a	February	28	Day	
calendar.	I	prime-painted	over	the	inside	hidden	images.	Then	when	all	of	the	paintings	were	completed	and	ready,	I	pasted	
with	rubber	cement	on	both	sides	of	12	by	14	inch	boards	and	let	them	dry	for	a	bit.	Then	I	carefully	pasted	them	together.	
Finally,	on	the	first	day	of	February,	I	opened	its	first	door.	Each	door	size	is	about	one	to	two	inch	square.	The	paintings	are	
so	small,	it	took	tremendous	time	and	patience	to	do	them.	by	Nancy	Rourke	https://febchallenge.wordpress.com	

 
Day	4	The	Colorado	fires	were	huge	and	the	largest	in	history.	The	Cameron	Fire	where	I	live,	started	in	August	13,	2020	and	
it	kept	getting	bigger	and	bigger,	and	closer	to	my	house,	I	had	to	pack	everything	to	be	prepared	for	evacuation.	The	fire	
containment	at	100	%	was	announced	on	December	2,	2020.	I	saved	some	ashes	in	a	jar	that	I	collected	from	the	fire	in	my	
backyard.	I	plan	to	do	some	artwork,	using	ashes	some	day.	by	Nancy	Rourke	
 


